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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

One of the issues that continues to plague educa
tors concerns the appropriate methodology to be 
utilized. A cogent example is in the teaching of 
arithmetic where considerable controversy prevails.
It is because of this disparity of opinion, and dis
satisfaction with outcomes of previous instructional 
procedures that the writer undertook this study. The 
purpose of this study was to determine the differential 
effect of two different Instructional procedures upon 
achievement in division of fractions.

In evaluating any method of teaching, there should 
be an analysis of some of the theories of learning in
volved. One of the traditional methods of teaching is 
based on the concept of connectionism. The chief 
exponent of "connectionism" has been Thorndike. He 
stated, "Learning is connecting. The mind is man’s 
connecting system."^ Learning is a process of connecting 
certain responses to certain stimuli. Almost forty 
years ago Thorndike wrote, "We now understand that

1Edward L. Thorndike, Human Learning. (New York:
The Century Company, 1931), 122.
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learning Is essentially the formation of connections
or bonds between situations and responses, that the
satisfyingness of the result is the chief force that
forms them, and that habit rules in the realm of thought

2as truly and as fully as in the realm of action."-
The fundamental characteristic of connectionism 

is the bond established between a situation and the 
response made by the person* These bonds become uni
fied and patterned through selection (trial and error) 
according to the laws of effect, exercise, and readi
ness. The degree of learning to which the organism 
can aspire is determined by Inherited qualities. As 
the organism matures, it develops these connections. 
"According to Thorpe, learning depended directly upon 
the amount of ’stamping-in* that any connection between 
a situation and a response received."^ This theory 
when applied to curricula would break subject matter 
into minute parts for drill. Understanding played 
little part in the learning experience.^ * **

2Edward L. Thorndike, The Psychology of Arithmetic 
(New York: The Macmillan Company, 1922), v.

'Louis P. Thorpe, Contemporary Theories of Learning 
(New York: Ronald Press Company, 195*0» ^9.

**The Learning of Mathematics in Theory and Practice. 
Twenty-first Yearbook of the National Council of the 
Teachers of Mathematics. (New York: Columbia University 
Press, 1935). 13.
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It would seem difficult for those who wish to 
give a broad interpretation to Thorndike*s views to 
find evidence to support an interpretation that would 
incorporate "meaningful" or "relational" principles 
into his account of learning. An interpreter of educa
tional theories, Louis P. Thorpe, suras up Thorndike's 
hypothesis by saying that the learner's response to a 
given stimulus, other things being equal, depends upon 
the strength of the connection.^

A Traditional Method of Teaching Arithmetic
When educators sought a subject matter field in 

which to apply this system of connect!onism, arithmetic 
seemed a logical choice. In 1920 when studies were 
being made of the relative difficulty of the number 
combinations, the rote memory approach which relied 
on arbitrary rules became conventional. Arithmetic 
was dominated by drill. Intrinsic motivation was not 
necessary if the child memorized the facts. This 
resulted in working problems according to rules which 
were drilled but never fully explained.

^Thorpe, 80-81
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The principle of association was applied to 
arithmetic, with the objective being accurate and 
rapid computation rather than ability to think 
quantitatively. Emphasis was placed on the process 
of building a fixed sequence of responses by means of 
a series of bonds between one mental fact and another. 
Habit results from the reinforcement of bonds.^ This 
connectionism method of learning made the teaching of 
arithmetic so mechanical that It was reduced to mere 
specific items that were memorized part by part.^

The previous paragraphs describe a traditional 
method of teaching arithmetic using as a rationale 
connectionism. To summarize the techniques employed 
in this traditional method, the following statements 
are given:

1. Learning is primarily a matter of acquiring 
responses to stimuli In a mechanical way.

2. Itemization is stressed rather than related
ness.

3» Emphasis is placed on rote learning, drill, 
and memorization.

6Ibid., 80-81.
^Maurice L. Hartung, et al., 

for Arithmetic (Chicago: Scott, 140.
Charting the Course 

Foresman and Co., i960),



k. Rapid and accurate computation is stressed.
5. Short cut devices, formulae, and rules are 

taught.
6. Skill in computation is the primary objective.
7. The child is taught to look for clue words in 

problems.

Meaning Theory Method of Teaching
The writer will now present the underlying princi

ples of learning used in a second method of teaching 
arithmetic. This method is known as the meaning theory 
approach. In this approach the entire organism (person) 
reacts to the total situation in an integrated (struc
tured or organized) fashion. A person’s first percep
tions are wholes, so the whole exists before the parts.
All learning and perceptions proceed from the gross to 
the particular, or in other words, all learning is 
differential in its beginnings. Learning is not only 
differential, but synthesizing or integrating. Learning 
is growth, organization, and reorganization of experiences.

The meaning theory approach emphasizes the importance 
of teaching students to understand and manipulate the 
number system. Learning is to be meaningful rather than 
mechanical. Organization, meaning, discovery, critical 
thinking, understanding, and problem solving are all

5
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very important aspects of the meaning theory. Pacts 
are learned by thinking; they are not learned to be 
used in thinking. Such self-activity in learning may 
produce errors, but this modern approach makes 
arithmetic less a challenge to the pupil's reproductive 
memory, and more of a challenge to his Intelligence.

Skill in computation is never the primary objective, 
for the central focus is learning to think quantitatively. 
When the student has reasoned this way, drill for drill's

Qsake is superfluous. McConnell notes that the commuting 
facility has its purpose but it should never be considered 
the only objective of arithmetic teaching. He contrasts 
the unified scientific method with the Isolated skills 
procedure in the teaching of arithmetic when he observes, 
"Number as a science is systematic and consistent; on 
the other hand, number as a practical art is often a 
series of rule-of-thumb procedures.

g
... M?«,r.ice L* HàrtuaS» et al., Seeing Through Arlth- (Chicago: Scott, Foresman and Co., I960), 140-43.

^  9Thg,Teaching of Arithmetic. Fiftieth Yearbook of 
the National Society for the Study of Education, 276.

•^Sixteenth Yearbook of the NCTM, 27 .̂

8
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The principles for the meaning theory approach 
are summarized in the Twenty-First Yearbook as follows

1. Basic content, not drill, gets first attention.
2. There is integration of concepts and principles 

of arithmetic, as well as computation of the 
problem.

3. Rules are explained as conclusions based upon 
arithmetical definitions and principles.

4. Arbitrary rules and rote memory are minimized.
$. Understanding is more important than repitition

or drill.
6. This approach encourages discovery and problem 

solving rather than rote learning.
7. Growth in the ability to think quantitatively 

is stressed.
8. There are related learning patterns throughout.
9. The philosophy of the meaning theory approach 

is that children can be taught mathematical 
principles according to ideas and that arith
metic is meaningful and understandable.

Comparison of the Meaning Versus Drill Methods.

The relationship between the '’meaning" and "drill" 
principles previously stated can be illustrated by 
contrasting two approaches used in teaching division 
of fractions to sixth grade students. In this study 
the drill approach is exemplified by the inversion 
method and the meaning approach by the complex-fraction 
method. To contrast the two approaches, the following 
statements are presented:

^Twenty-First Yearbook of the NCTM, 18-2**.
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Drill Approach

1. Instructor explains an 
example by presenting
a rule to be memorized! 
Invert the divisor and 
multiply.

2. Instructor provides the 
student with a large 
amount of drill as the 
basis of learning

3» Student memorizes the 
fundamental processes

4. Student practices exam
ples until speed and 
accuracy are achieved.

5. Student begins with an 
easy example and 
gradually works until 
the hardest examples 
are mastered.

Meaning Approach

1. Instructor explains a 
problem by a concrete 
example.

2. Instructor provides the 
student with a sound 
basis of mathematical 
principles.

3. Student comprehends 
processes.

4. Practice should follow 
understanding.

5» Student begins with the 
hardest type of problem.

Definition of Terms

In order to make the terminology of this thesis 
clear, the terms "drill theory" and "meaning theory 
will be defined. The inversion method and complex-
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fraction method will be demonstrated through illus
trative problems.

As an example, authorities in the field have 
illustrated theory and method relationships. One 
of the better known investigations is that of Brownell. 
Brownell has made a careful analysis of two theories 
of learning which have markedly influenced educational 
methods. He has labeled the two concepts of learning 
in arithmetic the "meaning” theory and the "drill" 
theory.

According to Brownell, the drill theory has the 
following characteristics:

1. Arithmetic is analyzed into a great many 
units of skill. These units are thought of 
as being separate and unconnected.

2. The pupil is to master these elements as 
acts of skill which need not be understood by the pupil.

3« The pupil is to master these elements in the 
form in which they are most efficiently used by an adult.

4. The pupil will learn these elements by formal repetition.
The meaning theory, according to Brownell, has 

these characteristics:*^3
1. Arithmetic is a closely knit system of ideas, principles, and processes.

Tenth Yearbook of the NCTM 
13Ibld.

12
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2. This system has an organized, logical structure 
which can be understood by the pupil.

3. Learning in arithmetic consists in understanding 
number relations. Understandings of the number 
system may be called generalizations.

4. Drill is valuable for increasing proficiency 
in arithmetical situations after understanding has been developed.

It is on the basis of Brownell's analysis that 
this investigation was planned; hence the term "drill" 
and "meaning" methods in this paper will have the same 
connotation as stated above.^

To contrast the two approaches in solving a 
division of fraction example, the two procedures are 
illustrated as follows:

Inversion Method:
3/4 * 1/2 = 3/4 X 2/1 = 1 1/2 

Complex-fraction Method:
3A f 1/2 • Vi = Vh X 2/1 = 3A X 2/1 = 2. - 1 1/2 1/2 1/2 X 2/1 2

Purpose of the Study
In order to ascertain the relative effects of the 

two methods of teaching previously discussed, two groups 
of sixth grade students were taught the division of 
fractions. In this study, Group A refers to the sixth 
grade pupils from Sacred Heart School, Osage, Iowa, who



were instructed by the meaning theory approach known 
as the complex-fraction method. Group B refers to the 
sixth grade pupils from St. Patrick School, Epworth, 
Iowa, who were instructed by the drill approach known 
as the inversion method.

The purpose of this investigation was to determine 
the differential effect of two instructional procedures 
upon achievement In fractions. As previously stated 
the two approaches under investigation were the inver
sion method based on the "drill" theory and the complex- 
fraction method based on the "meaning" theory.



CHAPTER I I

REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE

In the preceding chapter, the rationale of two 
approaches to the teaching of arithmetic was dis
cussed. Although only a few research studies with 
direct bearing on this topic have been made, a review 
of the professional literature in the teaching of 
arithmetic reveals the presence of considerable con
troversy with respect to methodology. 1

Stephens conducted a comparative study of pro
cedures in teaching division of fractions in the 
sixth grade. Her experiment involved two control 
groups using the division by Inversion method, and one 
experimental group using the common denominator method.
No significant differences were found between the two 
approaches. It was shown that either method was 
effective in teaching division of fractions.

Benezet, in an experimental study in New Hamp
shire, did not compare two teaching methods as such, * 2

^Glendine Gibb and Henry Van Engen, "Mathematics 
in the Elementary Grades," Review of Educational Research 
XXVII (191*7), 329-31*2.

2Lois Stephens, "Comparative Studies of Procedures," 
Arithmetic Teacher (1951*), 16-20.



but used a control group which received regular lessons 
in traditionally taught arithmetic classes until the 
end of the fourth grade. An experimental group which 
avoided early drill on the combinations and tables for 
the first four years was able to attain in one year, a 
level of accomplishment commensurate with that attained 
by the control group after two and one half years of 
arithmetic drill.3

Brooke*s study revealed that division of fractions 
can be taught satisfactorily by both the drill and 
meaning approach; however he states, "The common 
denominator method might be more successful for intro
ducing division of a whole number by a fraction using 
problems containing remainders.

G-uiler and Vernon conducted an experimental study 
of methods of instruction in computational arithmetic 
in grades 1, 2, and 8 . They concluded that the 
effectiveness of the two methods, meaning and drill, 
depend on the intelligence and initial achievement of 
the group. If efficaciousness is regarded as just a 
recall of knowledge and skill, both methods are equally

3l .P. Benezet, ’’Story of an Experiment, ’’National 
Educational Association (Washington, D.G., 1935), 214-2144.

eorge M. Brooke, ’’The Common Denominator Method in 
the Division of Fractions,” Epsilon Bulletin. 1955.

13
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effective. However, there were significant differences 
in achievement favoring the meaning theory method on 
testing for transfer, although the drill method was 
considered superior for pupils low in general ability 
but high in initial achievement. On the other hand, 
the meaning theory method was superior for pupils high 
in general ability but low in Initial achievement.^

Spitzer has discovered that the division of 
fractions is the most difficult of the fraction pro
cesses. He states that the reason may be due to the 
fact that many students do not understand why the 
divisor is inverted and why one must multiply. Since 
this process is not understood, and since it is not 
used too much in everyday affairs people often forget 
how to divide fractions.

Overman’s study found that arithmetic taught by 
a "generalization method" was most productive of 
transfer. This experiment was conducted in fifty-two 
second grade classes in three Ohio cities. Results

%. S. Guiler and Vernon Edwards, "An Experimental 
Study of Methods of Instruction in Computational 
Arithmetic," Elementary School Journal. LIII (February, 1943), 353-00.

g
Herbert F. Spitzer, The Teaching of Arithmetic (Boston* Houghton Mifflin Company, 1951), 191.



15revealed that generalization plus rationalization Is 
inferior to rationalization alone. Straightforward 
generalization seems to be the superior method."^ 

McConnell’s investigation was the first clear- 
cut study demonstrating the relative effectiveness of 
two approaches, "drill" and "meaning", upon achieve
ment in number facts. In an interpretation of his 
findings McConnell states:

If the teacher is interested in 
immediate and automatic response 
to the number facts, the method 
of sheer repetition apparently 
can be counted upon to produce such 
a result with reasonable forth- 

x rightness. The meaningful pro
cedures of Method B apparently con
tribute little (if anything) to the 
attainment of such an outcome....
On the other hand, if the teacher 
desires to give the pupil whatever 
satisfaction may accrue to him 
through a knowledge of the meaning 
and truth of the number facts... 
and to develop a deliberate and 
meditative attack on them, then 
Method B commends itself. Although in this experiment Method B led 
to a slight sacrifice of immediacy of 
response, there is also some

?J. H. Overman, "An Experimental Study of the 
Effect of the Method of Instruction on Transfer of 
Training in Arithmetic," Elementarv School Journal. XXXI (1930), 183-190. ---------------



evidence that it resulted 
in better ability to transfer 
learning, and to manipulate 3 
the number facts in mature ways*

In the above quotation, Method B stressed the 
dynamics of truth and meaning; in other words, it 
assumes that learning is the process of achieving 
insight, rather than sheer repetition.

Thiele investigated the effectiveness of teaching
the 100 addition facts during the first half of the
second grade by methods of generalization and drill.
The difference in mean gains on the 100 facts was 16.
The difference was significant at the .05 level of
confidence favoring the generalization group for 

otransfer.
Anderson investigated the broad hypothesis 

that learning which utilizes principles of organization 
and emphasizes understanding is more efficacious than 
learning which emphasizes the discreetness of the 
elements of knowledge and skill. His study revealed 
that if efficacy of learning is to be Judged by 
recall of knowledge and skill in a relatively unchanged 8 9

8T. R. McConnell, Discovery versus Authoritative 
Identification in the Learning of Children (Iowa City: 
University of Iowa, 193^)» 13-62.

(■. ■. V . . .  .:,.i

9C. L. Thiele, The Contribution of Generalization 
to the Learning of the Addition Facts (New Yorks 
Teacher’s College, 1939), No. 763.
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form or in a situation relatively unchanged from that 
in which the learning took place, the investigation 
presents little evidence which supports the hypothesis. 
If, however, the efficacy of learning is judged by the 
extent to which it can be applied in appropriate 
situations which differ, not in principle, but in detail 
from those in which it was originally acquired, his 
investigation supports the hypothesis.1°

The investigations which make a crucial test 
of how pupils learn arithmetic are not abundant. Prom 
the studies reviewed, these inferences may be made: 
a) the studies on the transfer of learning which dealt 
with basic number combinations indicated that transfer 
was present in significant amounts; b) there was an in
dication that method of instruction influenced transfer; 
c) the methods which emphasized generalizations resulted 
in a greater amount of transfer; d) the six studies 
investigating different methodology showed that in
struction based on drill or meaning theories were in
conclusive concerning the superiority of either method.

10(3-6orge Lester Anderson, A Comparison of the 
Outcomes of Instruction Under the two (theories "of- 
Learning '(unpufcl'i'shed tLesTs, ünlversity of Minnesota,
19ij.iT.
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These studies reveal that the drill and meaning 
theories as applied to teaching division of fractions 
using the common denominator versus inversion method 
have failed to prove the superiority of either method. 
The writer felt that there was a need for additional 
data with respect to the relative effects of the drill 
and meaning theories as applied to teaching division 
of fractions by the complex fraction versus inversion 
method.



CHAPTER I I I

THE PROBLEM

The purpose of this investigation was to 
determine the differential effect of two instructional 
procedures upon achievement in division of fractions. 
Under investigation were the two teaching methods 
previously defined as the inversion method based on the 
"drill” theory and the complex-fraction method based on 
the "meaning” theory.

The general objective of this study was to inves
tigate the following null hypotheses concerning the 
division of fraction processes:

1. There is no significant difference in 
achievement between Group A and Group B as 
measured by the means of post test score 
performance.

2. There is no significant difference in re
tention ability between Group A and Group B 
as measured by the means of the retention 
test score performance.

These hypotheses were retained or rejected at the %% 
level of confidence.

19



Although the results did include an analysis of 
the relative effects of two instructional procedures 
upon several of the measurable outcomes of arithmetic 
instruction, the important specific problem was to 
determine as far as possible which approach led sixth 
grade pupils to understanding and helped them to think 
mathematically in terms of division of fractions.

Limitations
The results of this study may be affected by 

several uncontrollable factors:
1. Members of Group B were taught by their 

regular classroom teacher, whereas members
of Group A were not. Therefore, the students 
in Group A had an "adjust-to-teacher" problem

2. Members of Group A had to adjust to a new 
approach nrhereas Group B continued to be 
instructed with a traditional approach. The 
relatively short period of time devoted to 
instruction (five days) would, however, make 
any change quite small.

3» Students in Group B may have had some
acquaintance with the division of fractions 
process since they were members of a multi- 
grade classroom during the preceding year.
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ty. Neither of the teachers had prior ex
perience teaching division of fractions by 
the theoretical approaches explained in 
Chapter I which were used in this present 
investigation. However, each teacher did 
understand the methodology of the particular 
procedure and utilized it appropriately.

5. It was assumed that the data collected were 
due to the instructional procedures of the 
teachers involved.



CHAPTER IV

PROCEDURE

In order to investigate the null hypotheses 
previously stated, two relatively similar groups of 
sixth grade students were taught the division of 
fractions during a five day instructional period. The 
inversion method, based on the "drill" theory was used with 
Group B, whereas Group A was taught by the complex- 
fraction method, based on the "meaning" theory. Prior 
to the instructional period two standardized tests were 
administered to fifty sixth grade pupils, twenty-five 
from Osage, Iowa, and twenty-five from Epworth, Iowa, 
to determine their IQ and arithmetic knowledge. Three 
teacher constructed achievement tests in division of 
fractions, pre-test, post-test, and retention test, were 
likewise administered to these pupils. These tests were 
given at the following times: pre-test, prior to the 
instructional period; post-test, at the conclusion of the 
five day instructional period; the retention test, four 
weeks after the post-test. This chapter describes the 
materials, procedures, and subjects used in this study.

22



Evaluation Criteria
To determine the mental abilities of the students

who participated in the study, the California Short
Form Test of Mental Maturity1 2 3 was administered on
September 8 , 1961. On January 6 , 1962, the pupils were
given the standard arithmetic test of the Iowa Tests of 

2Basic Skills to determine the general arithmetic 
achievement of each group.

Three alternate forms of a teacher-constructed 
achievement test^ were used in this study. Each form of 
the test consisted of thirty problems concerning 
division of fractions. Equivalence of these forms was 
established by giving them to a group of seventh grade 
students not otherwise involved in the study. The three 
forms of the test were administered on three successive 
days, during which time no teaching of division of 
fractions occurred.

The reliability of the tests was determined by 
use of the split-half technique^ carried out by correlating 
odd-numbered items with even-numbered items.

^California Short-Form Test of Mental Maturity, 
S-57 (Madison: California Test Bureau, 1957).

2Iowa Tests of Basic Skills (Boston: Houghton 
Mifflin Company, 1956).

3Appendix
UMilton Smith, A Simplified Guide to Statistics 

(New York: Holt, Hinehart, and Winston, Inc., 1962), 95.
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Instructional Materials
Lesson plans for both Group A and B were constructed 

by the writer. A new textbook^ which repeatedly uses an 
approach based on the meaning theory served as a guide 
to the writer in developing lesson plans for use with 
Group A. Meaning and understanding were stressed in 
the plans for Group A.

According to the meaning theory approach, the divi
sion of fractions is based on the mathematical 
principle behind the rule of inverting and multiplying. 
The specific rule is: "If, in a division example, both 
dividend and divisor are multiplied (or divided) by the 
same number, the quotient is unchanged. " 0

The idea of reciprocals is also incorporated.
When the divisor is expressed by a fraction numeral, the 
procedure consists in changing the example to an 
equivalent example in which the divisor is 1. This is 
obtained by multiplying the divisor by its reciprocal.
An equivalent example is obtained by multiplying the 
dividend by the numeral as the mathematical principle 
states.

^Henry Van Engen and Maurice Hartung, Seeing 
Through Arithmetic (Chicago: Scott, Foresman and Co.,
196017

^Hartung, liql.
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In the opinion of the writer, the students would 
use all the mathematical principles previously learned. 
Thus they will first set the problem up as a ratio and 
try to get a denominator of 1. Prom previous work, the 
pupil knows that he can get this by multiplying the 
numeral by its reciprocal. He then proceeds to work the 
example. When both terms are divided by the same numeral, 
the resulting answer of 1 is the denominator. Employing 
a principle previously learned, the pupil knows that what 
he does to one term, he must do to the other term. There
fore, he must multiply the numerator too. The example 
has received a new dividend, and the new divisor is 1.

Since the methodology designed for Group B was 
the traditional approach, the writer was guided by the 
text adopted by the Archdiocese of Dubuque, Iowa.? The 
plans for this method emphasized computation and drill.
The students are given an example to work. They are 
told that the numeral following the division sign is 
called the divisor which will be inverted. When 
working the example, they write the example as it is, 
except that they place a multiplication sign instead of

?Leo J. Brueckner and Poster E. Grossnickle, 
Understanding Numbers (Chicago; John C. Winston Co.,
1953).

1*7' • «-■ "» , * . 
V i *



a division sign. They invert the divisor, which means 
they turn it upside down, putting the denominator where 
the numerator was. Once this is done, they work it as 
all multiplication examples are solved.

After spending a few hours drilling on this type 
of example, students are able to work with speed and 
accuracy. When this is accomplished, a new type of 
division example is introduced, but the inversion 
technique is still employed. Drill is again used until 
this type of example is mastered. This procedure con
tinues until the students can solve each type of example 
involving division of fractions.

Achievement Tests
Immediately preceding the study, the first form 

of the teacher-constructed achievement test was adminis
tered to both of the groups during a regular class 
period. Immediately following the five-day instructional 
period, the second form of the teacher-constructed test 
was given to both groups. Pour weeks later the third 
form of the test was administered to both groups to 
determine to what extent the students had retained the 
ability to solve division of fraction problems.
Teachers refrained from using instructional materials 
that pertained to division of fractions during these

26



four weeks. The three alternate forms, pre-test, post
test, and retention test, were administered on the dates 
indicated in Tables IV and V.

The Subjects
In selecting the two groups of sixth grade 

students designated as A and B, efforts were expended 
to have the groups relatively similar in respect to the 
following: mean IQ, mean arithmetic achievement, tradi
tional background in arithmetic, socio-economic status, 
size of groups, and chronological age.

Ten sixth grade boys and fifteen sixth grade girls 
from a parochial school in Osage, Iowa, constituted the 
members of Group A. Group B consisted of fourteen 
sixth grade boys and eleven sixth grade girls from a 
parochial school in Epworth, Iowa.

Teachers
Throughout this investigation, Group A was taught 

by the writer, a teacher new to members of this group, 
whereas Group B was taught by their regular classroom 
teacher. Neither of the teachers had prior experience 
teaching division of fractions by the methods they used 
in this study.
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Both groups were engaged in the study of the 
division of fractions for five class periods, each 
thirty minutes in duration. Actual teacher instruction 
involved the first twenty minutes of each class period, 
while the last ten minutes were used for supervised 
study.



CHAPTER V

RESULTS

This study was concerned with the relative effects 
of two methods of teaching the division of fractions to 
sixth grade students. Two relatively similar groups of 
sixth grade children were instructed for a five day 
period in the division of fractions. Group B was taught 
by the inversion method based on "drill" theory, while 
Group A was taught by the complex-fraction method based 
on the "meaning” theory. In the paragraphs to follow the 
data obtained are presented and discussed.

Mental Abilities of Subjects
Table I presents data concerning the mental 

abilities of the students in each group. The mean IQ as 
measured by the California Test of Mental Maturity for 
Group A was 102.8 and for Group B, 105>, the standard 
deviation being respectively 12 and l£.55. Employing the 
t-test^ to determine whether the mean IQ of the two small 
independent samples differed significantly, the results 
of the calculations showed that there were no significant 
differences between the means of the two groups. 1

1Smith, 88-90.
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Table I lists the IQ for each student and also 
reports the mean and the standard deviation for the 
results of the California Mental Maturity Tests ad
ministered to both Group A and B in January, 1961, 
previous to the time of the present investigation.

TABLE I
SUMMARY OP MENTAL ABILITIES OP SUBJECTS

Student Number Group A Group B
1 108 111
2 90 101+
3 85 101+
1+ 87 113
5 103 109
6 96 91
7 91+ 110
8 120 101+

N 9 106 121+
10 111 103
11 95 102
12 37 111
13 108 105
11+ 113 108
15 110 89
16 92 112
17 107 91+
18 111 106
19 108 121
20 115 89
21 106 81
22 106 88
23 91+ 102
21+ 135 ?1+
25 85 161

Mean 102.8 105
SD 12 15.55



Arithmetic Background of Subjects
The subtests of the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills 

were administered for determining the arithmetic back
ground of the students in the study. Grade equivalent 
scores, based on state norms, for each subject by group, 
are reported in Tables II and III. In addition, a com
parison is made between the arithmetic background and 
IQ, for each student.

Group A had a mean grade equivalent score of 6.2, 
having a standard deviation of 1.38, whereas Group B had 
a mean grade equivalent score of 5*3 with a standard 
deviation of ,81f. Employing the t-test the results 
showed no significant differences in the mean equivalent 
scores at the 5$ level of confidence.

Arithmetic Achievement
To determine the relative effects of different 

methods of instruction upon the ability of students to 
understand and solve division of fraction problems, 
three equivalent forms of a teacher-constructed achieve
ment test were given to the two groups. 2 The results of 
the pre-test favored Group B, the respective raw score 
means being 9.9 and 6 .if. The standard deviations were

ÔAppendix
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Group A*s IQs and the mean and the standard 
deviation for the California Mental Maturity Test are 
repeated in this table to show a comparison between the 
IQ of each student and the grade equivalent obtained in 
the Iowa Test of Basic Skills in Arithmetic in 
January, 1962.

TABLE II
COMPARISON OP IQs WITH SCORES ON THE 

IOWA TEST OP BASIC SKILLS
Student Number Group A Arithmetic Ability

(1-6-62)
IQ

1
(9-18-61)

108 7.52 90 if.if
3 85 5.2
if 87 5.if
5 103 5.if6 96 5.5
7 9k 6.1+
8 120 7.0
9 106 6.0
10 111 6.0
11 95 6.If12 87 if.9
13 108 6.if
lif 113 6.0
15 110 7.516 92 6.8
17 107 5.118 111 7.2
19 108 6.0
20 113 6.if
21 106 6.522 106 7.8
23 9k 5.if
2if 135 9.6
25 85 3.8

Mean 102 .8 6 .2
SD 12 1.38
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Group B*s IQs and the mean and the standard 
deviation for the California Mental Maturity Test are 
repeated in this table to show a comparison between the 
IQ of each student and the grade equivalent obtained in 
the Iowa Test of Basic Skills in Arithmetic in January,

TABLE III
COMPARISON OP IQs WITH SCORES ON THE 

IOWA TEST OF BASIC SKILLS
Group B

Student Number IQ Arithmetic l(9-18-61) (1-6-6J
1 111 6.42 104 4.23 104 6 .64 113 6 .3

109 4.86 91 5.47 110 6 .18 104 6 .39 124 5.210 105 4.611 102 5.812 111 5.413 105 5.014 108 5.2
1? 89 5.016 112 6 .817 94 4.818 106 4.619 121 6.920 89 3.621 81 3.622 88 5*323 102 6 .024 94 4.625 l6l 4.6

Mean 105 5.3
S.D. 15.55 .83



respectively 3»k- and 5. Mean differences were statis
tically significant in favor of Group B. Post-test 
results favored Group A. Group A had a mean of 23.02 
while Group B had a mean score of 22.14.8 » The standard 
deviations were respectively 5.61̂ . and 3.k• Differences 
were not significant. Results of the retention test 
show that the mean score for Group A was 20.08, while 
Group B had a mean score of 15.28, with respective 
standard deviations of 7 .8  and 6.Qk revealing a signi
ficant difference.

Table VI presents a summary of the means, standard 
deviations, t values, and the significance for the three 
equivalent forms of the teacher-constructed achievement 
tests in division of fractions.

Since there was a significant difference in 
initial achievement between Groups A and B in the pre
test, the significance of a percentage and of a difference 
between two percentages was used instead of the standard 
error of the means to determine the amount by which the 
obtained proportion deviated from the hypothetical 
proportion, and to make exact statements of probability.3 
The percentage gains were calculated for the post-test 
and retention test. Table VII shows the gains for 
these tests.

3Smith, 78-8 0.
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Group A's results for the three teacher-constructed, 
tests In division of fractions are tabulated in this 
table: the pre-test was given January 21, 1962, prior 
to the time of the study; the post-test was administered 
at the conclusion of the one-week instructional period; 
the retention test was given March 3, four weeks after 
the instructional period. The mean and standard devia
tion are likewise presented for each test.

TABLE IV
RESULTS OP PRE-TEST, POST-TEST, AND RETENTION TEST

FOR GROUP A
Student Number Pre test Post test Retention Test

(1-21-6 2) (1-29-62) (3-3-62)
1 3 26 292 3 21 15
3 3 21 21
k 3 14 21
5 4 21 16
6 5 2 7 257 5 27 198 5 24 299 5 29 26

10 5 21 1911 6 27 1912 6 22 11
13 6 22 2514 7 27 23
15 9 29 2916 7 21 26
17 8 21 1718 8 29 16
19 9 30 3020 9 17 1921 10 27 2422 11 21 2523 11 20 524 14 28 3025 2 5 5

Mean 6.4 23 .02 20.08
S.D. 3.4 5*64 7.8
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Information about Group B's results of the three 
teacher-constructed test® in division of fractions is 
presented in this table* The dates of the tests corres
pond with Table IV.

TABLE V
RESULTS OP PRE-TEST, POST-TEST, AND RETENTION TEST

FOR GROUP B
fitManV ¿¡Mas?

1
2
?

I
7
8
910

I I  
12 

1?
If16
1718
1920 
21 
22
2324
25

Pre-test
(1-21-62)

11
8

14
11
3

2!
10
Ik

8
6
94 

17
6

20
9
716
5 
k8 
k
6 
9

Retention
(1-29-62)

Test(3T 3TS2 )

23 1923 2022 1525 620 1228 1727 2228 28
2k 19
2k 1017 1819 720 1320 1420 020
2k

1322
2k 1223 2 719 1622 425 1922 2017 520 24

22.48 15 .28
3.4 6.84

Mean
S.D.

9*9
5
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Table VI presents a summary of the mean, 
standard deviation, and the T-ratio for all three teacher- 
constructed tests in division of fractions.

TABLE VI

SUMMARY OP ACHIEVEMENT TESTS 
FOR GROUPS A AND B

Group A Group B

Mean SD Mean SD T-ratio

ITBS 6 .2 12 5.3 15.55 .28
Pre-test 6 .!+ 3.il- 9.9 5 2.84
Post-test 23 .02 5.64 22 .48 3.4 .78
Retention 20.08 7.3 15.28 6.84 2.28 *test

* Significant at the 5% level of confidence
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Gains made by both Group A and B from the time 
of the Pre-test to the Post-test and from the Post-test to 
the Retention test are reported in Table VII. The mean and 
the percentage gain for both test3 are likewise tabulated.

TABLE VII
POST-TEST AND RETENTION TEST GAINS 

FOR GROUPS A AND B
Post-Test Retention Test

Student Number A B A B
1 23 12 26 82 18 15 12 12
3 18 8 17 1
4 11 14 17 -5
5 17 17 12 96 22 5 20 -6
7 22 21 14 16
8 19 18 24 18
9 2k 10 21 410 16 16 14 2
11 19 11 13 12
12 16 10 5 -2
13 16 16 19 9
14 20 3 16 -3
15 20 20 20 -6
16 14 0 19 -7
17 13 15 9 418 21 17 8 5
19 21 7 21 il
20 8 Ik 10 li
21 17 18 14 0
22 10 17 14 il
23 9 18 -6 6
2i| 14 11 16 -1
25 3 11 3 15

Mean 16.4 12.9 13.9 5..
Percentage 55 43 4® 18

Gain
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Percentage Gains
The significance of the difference between the 

percentages for the two groups was determined by em
ploying the principles of the standard error of the 
differences between the two sample percentages.^ The 
standard error of the percentage was interpreted in 
terms of confidence levels. To determine whether the 
null hypothesis could be accepted or rejected, t, that 
is, the ratio of the difference between the means to 
the standard error of this difference, was calculated.

The standard error of the difference between the 
two sample percentages for the post-test was . 11+. or Ibrfo. 
There was no significant difference between the mean 
percentage gains for the two groups. A .12 or 12$ 
standard error of difference between the sample per
centages for the retention test results in a t of 2.33, 
thus indicating a significant difference at the level 
of confidence, since a t of 2.06k is required for a 
significant difference at this level of confidence.

1+G. Milton Smith, A Simplified Guide to Statistics 
(Holt, Rinehart, and Winston Co., 19^2), 7B-B0 .

»



Table VIII presents the tabulations of the 
statistical procedures used to determine the 
significance of the percentage differences of the 
scores presented in Table VII. Sp indicates the 
standard error of the difference between the two 
sample percentages. wt" indicates the ratio between 
the difference between the two sample percentages 
and the standard error of the difference between 
the two sample percentages.■?

TABLE VIII
SIGNIFICANCE OF PERCENTAGE DIFFERENCES

Sp Difference in Proportion t
Post-tes t -d“l—1 • .12 .8^7
Retention Test .12 .28 2.3

* Significant at the $% level of confidence

£Smith, 77



CHAPTER V I

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The present thesis was an attempt to investigate 
two hypotheses with respect to the division of fractions:

1. There is no significant difference in 
achievement between Group A and Group B as 
measured by the means of the post-test 
performance.

2. There is no significant difference in reten
tion ability between Group A and Group B as 
measured by the means of the retention test 
score performance.

The null hypothesis of no significant difference 
in mean performance on the post-test was retained at the 
5% level of confidence. The difference between the 
means could have occurred from chance variation in the 
selection of samples from the same population as the 
hypotheses assumed.

The null hypothesis of no significant difference 
in mean performance on the retention test was rejected 
at the 5% level of confidence, indicating that the 
obtained difference is not strictly due to chance 
fluctuations in sampling; however, it does not indicate 
what does account for the difference.



Since the first hypothesis was retained while the 
second was rejected, there must he some contributing 
factor. This factor, in the opinion of the writer, is: 
After a lapse of four weeks, some of the children in 
Group B forgot the rule, namely, invert the divisor 
and multiply; since no rules were given to Group A, 
they had no rules to forget. These data suggest that 
there is some evidence indicating superiority of the 
meaning approach.

Educational Implications and Becommflnria/hinn«

Using as a rationale information emanating from 
this study, specific recommendations are the following: 1 2

1. It would be advantageous to introduce the 
division of fraction process with word 
problems.

2. The complex-fraction method would be advocated 
for solving these word problems.

3» Since there is evidence indicating good 
transfer with the meaning approach, the 
students should be able to solve examples 
readily using the same complex-fraction 
technique.

k2



1|. Once the students have a good basic under
standing of the meaning and use of the 
reciprocal, a short cut procedure can be 
substituted for the complex-fraction technique 
in solving examples because the students now 
understand "why" the divisor is inverted.

Some educators are of the opinion that the method 
utilized is dependent upon the intellectual level of 
the students. However, the writer feels that no recom
mendation should be made to the effect that it would 
be more desirable to use the "meaning" approach with the 
above average students, IQs above 100, and the "drill" 
approach with the below average students, IQs below 100. 
This statement is supported by evidence from Tables II, 
III,IV, and V. Group A had 10 subjects with IQs below 
average, whereas Group B had 7. The average gain for 
Group A’s below average subjects was 15.5 with a 3.5 
average loss in retention after a four-week period, while 
the average gain for Group B!s below average pupils was 
ll|.lj with an average loss of 1 1 .3 in retention after a 
four-week period. The below average pupils in Group B 
had a greater loss in retention than the below average 
subjects in Group A, thus indicating that the "meaning" 
approach tends to bring about better retention than the 
"drill" method in the division of fraction process for 
below average pupils.



Upon an examination of the results of the above 
average students, Group A had a 16.8 average gain at the 
time of the post-test, while Group B's above average 
students had an average gain of l!+. The "meaning" 
approach once again tended to bring about bettor reten
tion since Group A»s subjects had an average loss of 
.2 after a four-week period, whereas Group B had an 
average loss of 5.7. These data suggest that the pupils 
taught by the discovery method have better retention in 
the division of fraction process.

On the three teacher-constructed tests a compari
son was made between the average scores of the girls 
and the average scores of the boys to enable the writer 
to make judgments concerning differences between the 
two sexes in achievement in division of fractions.
Results revealed a .3 2 average difference favoring the 
boys in the pre-test, whereas the differences in the post
test and retention test favored the girls. The 
average differences were respectively I .9 3 and 3 .9 3.
These results indicate that the girls in this study 
tended to have better retention than the boys.



An ideal arithmetic program is built on 
recognized principles of learning. The investigator 
feels that it is important to use "discovery" methods 
that have been advanced by modern psychologists as 
guide lines for developing understanding and insight, 
but at the same time to incorporate the "drill" technique 
of the S-R psychology for the strengthening of skill 
through meaningful remedial practice. By using prin
ciples from both approaches, the methodology should 
provide adequately for all pupils in the elementary 
school, not just the faster students or the remedial 
students.



A P P E N D I X  A
Group A Lesson Plans



Lesson Plana
for "Meaning Theory*1 Approach 

In Teaching Division of Fractions

Lesson 1

Aims To Introduce the division of fractions in a problem situation*
Procedure :

1. Teacher provided practice on the following 
skills which are essential for a background 
in being able to work out division problems:

2.

equating ratios 
cancellation 
ratio test 
reciprocals

2/5 = 4/10 
3/9 X 3/18 
4/6 = 3/x 
3/4 = 4/ 3

Teacher read the following problems to the children:
Mrs. Brown used 4i yards of cloth to make 
table napkins. She used 3/4 yard for each 
table napkin. How many table napkins did she make?

3« Children analyzed this problem. They 
discovered that it took 3/4 yard to make 
1 napkin, so they could write in 3/4. Since
they were trying to find out how many napkins 
Mrs. Brown could get from 4^ yards, they could write: 4£.

x
Teacher asked the pupils to write the equation of ratios for that problem: 3/4 *

1 x
4 .
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5. Teacher then asked the pupils how one would 
get the following equation:
3/k * = (Same principle used as is

used in ratio test)
6 . Children set up the problem in another way:

7. Children discovered that by making use of 
reciprocals they could get 1 as a new divisor.

8 . The above step led the children to state the 
principle that what is done to one term must be done to the other:

9. After cancellation was finished, the children saw that the problem read:
k 1/2 X ¿4-/3

10. Children worked this problem like all 
multiplication problems worked previously.

11. Teacher continued with the following problems:
a. Mrs. Brown used 2¡4. cups of grapes to 

make grape juice. She used 1 2>/k cups 
of grapes for each quart of juice. How many quarts of juice did she make?

b. Mrs. Brown had 1 1/4. pounds of flower 
seed. She planted 1/I4. pound of the 
flower seed every week until she had 
used all of it. How many plantings had Mrs. Brown made?

c. Mr. Brown sawed a board 14. feet long 
into 3 l/2 foot lengths. How many shorter boards did he get?



Assignment: The following problems were worked according 
to the procedures in this day’s class.

1. A farmer had 7/8 pounds of seed. He put this seed 
into packages with l/8 pound of seed in each 
package. How many packages did he ma.ie?

2. Tom put 12 pints of milk into l/2 pint bottles.How many bottles did he use?
3 . Patty discovered that she could walk 3/4. of a 

mile in 1 hour. About how far could she walk in l/2 hour?
¿4-, A piece of wire 8 l/2 feet wide was cut into 

26 strips of equal width. How wide was each strip? 5
5. A man earned $105.¡+0 for \\Z l/2 hours of work.How much was he paid for each hour?
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L e s s o n  I I

Aim: To apply principles previously learned to solving 
problems involving division of fractions.

Procedure:
1. Teacher cleared up any difficulties the children 

had with their assignment.
2. Children discussed and worked out the following 

problems:
a. Mary spends £ l/q. hours in school each 

day. Each class is 3/I4. of an hour long. 
How many classes are there in each day?

b. Mrs. Jackson has a I4 pound roast.
she allows 1/3 pound of roast for each 
person. How many people can she serve?

3 . Teacher asked whether any of the children could 
discover another way to write the following:

15/16 * 3/I4. 17 1/8 18/20 7 U-/55
12 1/2 1/2 i l/k 20 * 6 7/10
1 1/3

Ij.. Teacher showed the children how 5 l/2 * 3/4. was made for a problem.
5. Teacher said, "Another name for 5 l/2 is ll/2. 

This can be espressed by writing: 11/2 7 3/I4."
6 . Teacher said, "Once again we will try to get 

1 for a new divisor."
7. The children discovered how to do this. They 

multiplied 3/I4. X 14-/3. 8
8 . Children then saw that they must multiply ll/2 by I4/3 too.



9. Children were able to work ll/2 X I4./3 like any other multiplication example.
10. Teacher let the children try the example 

7/8 7 I4.. The children went through all the 
steps, giving the principle behind each step.

11. Teacher provided practice on this type of 
example by having children work the following at the board:

7/10 t ̂  1/2 5/6 7 1/3 9; 3A
5 7/12 ; 3 6 iA  f 3 2/5 27 7 S 1/10

Assignment: Work the following examples:
1. 1U S '-  5/8
2. 21*..25 7 3
3. 9/16 7 3
it. ito 7 5/6

5 . A /15  7 2/5
6. 8 7 1/10
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Lesson III

Aim: To work for mastery in the use of division examples

Procedure :
1. Teacher clarified any problems the children 

had with their assignment.
2. Teacher provided practice to see if the 

children could divide when the number 
represented fractions. The children worked the following at the board:

a. 3 A  t 1/8
b. vO>• 1 •o 1—1

c. 7/16 * 2 •
d. 7/32 7 3 M
e. 6 3 A  ; 3/8
f . 12 5/16 ; 1). 1/2
g. 9 1/8 ; It 5/6

Assignment: Rexographed sheet on division of fractions
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Worksheet

Work the following problems. Please show all your
work on this paper.

1 . 2 is what part of 8?
2 . 3 is what part of 9?

3 . I). is what part of 12?

1+. How many pieces of goods l/2 yards long can you get 
from a piece 3 l/2 yards long?

5. Mrs. Brown used ltf yards of cloth to make curtains. 
She used 2 yards for each curtain. How many 
curtains did she make?

6 . John reads 1 l/8 times a3 fast as Jim. John has 
read 57 books. How many books has Jim read?

7. Judy gives her duck about 3/8 peck of feed each 
day. She has 3/lj. peck of feed left. How many more 
times can she feed the ducks?

Total Score: 
My score:

7
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L e s s o n  IV

Aim: To work for mastery in division of fractions in problem solving.

Procedure:
1. Teacher asked if the pupils could analyze 

each problem and set up the correct ratio 
needed to solve the following problems.
a. Mrs. Brown used lij. yards of cloth to 

make curtains. She used 2 yards for 
each curtain. How many curtains did she make?

b. John has read 1 l/2 times as many 
books a3 Jim. John has read 57 books.
How many books has Jim read?

c. Judy gives her ducks about 3/8 peck of 
feed each day. One day she noticed that 
she had only about 3/Lj. peck of feed left. 
How many more times could she feed the 
ducks?

d. Mrs. Brown wants to buy 1 I/I4. pounds 
of nuts. Nuts come in 3/8 pound cans.
How many cans will she have to buy to 
get 1 1/1+ pounds?

e. Mrs. Brown used 1 l/2 yards of goods to make a dress. How many dresses would 
she get from 11+ l/l+ yards of goods?

Assignment: Work out rexographed sheet on division of 
fractions
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Lesson flans for the Traditional Approach 
In Teaching Division of fractions

Lesson .1

Aim: To introduce the meaning of division of fractions 
by using manipulative devices.
To introduce the rule for division of fractions.

Procedure :
1. Teacher drew a picture of a pie on the board, 

then asked, "How many fourths can you take 
out of this pie?” A child went to the board 
and cut the pie. He discovered that he could 
get four-fourths out of one pie.

2. Teacher said, "This is the same as saying that 
1 7 l/ij. = i|_.** Each child will discover the 
same thing from his fraction kit.

3. The teacher said, "Using the same procedure as 
above, see how many eighths, thirds, and sixths 
you can get out of a pie."

1;. The teacher summarized the discoveries on the 
board. One child demonstrated each of these 
discoveries on the flannelgraph board.

5. The teacher said, "Let’s see if you can find 
out how many times l/\\. of a pie can be taken 
out of l/2 of a pie." (Continue using 
fraction kits)

6 . Teacher asked, "How much would 2 - l/Lj_ be? 
I I / 2 7  1A-?" Teacher had to make sure that the child understood that he was really asking 
how many fourths are in 2 whole things, how 
many fourths are in 1 l/ 2  things. 7

7. The teacher asked, "How much is 2 1 l/2? This 
means how many 1/2»s are there in 2." After 
the pupils discovered the answer, the teacher 
explained that 2 * 1/2 = 2 X 2 = 1]..
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8 . When the pupils discovered the concepts 
about division of fractions, the teacher 
told them that when numbers are divided by- 
fractions, certain steps are followed:

a. Write down the number that is to be 
divided (2 )

b. Change the division sign to a multipli
cation sign (2 X )

c. The numerator and the denominator of the 
divisor change places. This is called 
inverting the divisor.
(Practice inverting the fractions until 
children are very familiar with this.) ( 2 X 2 )

1
d. Write the equal sign and work the example 

( 2 X 2 = k )
I

9. The teacher said: Using the four steps above, 
work the following examples.

a. 3 t three-fourths
b. 2 f three-fourths
c. 6 - three-fifths

10. For more practice, the children went to the 
board and worked the following examples:

a. 2 7 1/2

b. 3 : 1/1+
c . 9 7 3/1+
d. ij. 1 three-fifths
e. k : 1/2

f. 3 7 three-eighths
g. 5 7 two-thirds

In each problem the teacher emphasized the 
rule: invert the divisor and multiply.
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L e s s o n  I I

Procedure:

A im :  To  t e a c h  more f u l l y  th e  m ethod  i n  d i v i s i o n  o f
f r a c t i o n s

1. Teacher reviewed the rule: invert the 
divisor and multiply. Children practiced 
inverting by using the following examples:
3 A  5/8 1/3 i*/5 6/8

2. Teacher reviewed a few examples from yesterday»s lesson.
3. Teacher said, "Let»s see who can find out how 

to work this example: 3 - 1  1/2 ."
¡4.. Pupils discovered that the example is worked 

according to the five rules. Since 1 l/2 
is a mixed numeral, it has to be changed to an improper fraction.

5. Teacher continued this procedure with the following examples:

6.
3 : 3 1/2 6 : 3 1/3 2 ; 2 1/2

Teacher provided board work for more practice 
on the division of fractions by using these examples:
a. 1 a 1 7/8 e. 12 7 2 2/5
b. Ì4. a 2 2/3 f. 7 ; 2 1/2
c. k f 6 2/3 g. 3 7 il- 1/2
d. 6 -7 Ip 1/2 ii. 2 a 1 1/3

A s s i g n m e n t : Work ou t  th e  r e x o g r a p h e d  s h e e t .
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W o rk s h e e t  I

Work out the following examples. Please show all your 
work.

1. k * 1/2
2. 5 * 2/3
3. 6 ♦ 3A
b- 1 ♦ 1/3
5. 2 * 7/8
6. 9 * 3A
7. 3 ♦ 3/8
8. 3 ♦ lA
9. 7 t 3A
10. 6 ♦ 2/3
11. 2 * 1/2
12. k ♦ 3/5

Total score: 12
My sc ore : _____
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Lesson III

Aim: To teach division of a fraction by another fraction

Procedure :
1. Teacher reviewed the rule: invert the divisor and multiply.
2. Teacher reviewed the types of division 

fractions studied so far.
3 . Teacher said, "See if anyone can discover how 

to divide a fraction by another fraction:
3/U •* lA." (Discuss the rule: invert the divisor and multiply.)

[(.. Teacher provided more practice by having 
children work the following:
a. 1/2 ♦ 1/3 d. 1/2 * 3/Ij.
b. 1/2 ♦ 3A  e. 7/8 * 5/6
c. 3 A  * 1/2 f. Ip/5 * 2/3

5. Teacher provided a mixed practice on the following:
a. 3*lA
b. 3/8» 3 A  

3/5 * 3/10

Assignment: Rexographed sheet on division examples
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Worksheet II

Divide these Tractions. Please show all your work on this paper.

1. 3 * 3A 8. 7 * 5/8
2. 5/6 * 3A 9. 3A  * lA
3. 2 1/2 ♦  3A 10. 15 * 5/6

10 t 5/8 11. 1 1/6 * 7/12
5. 11 lA  * 5/8 12. 2 ♦  y  $

6. 1 ♦  7/8 13. 6 * 3/5
7. 3 ♦  2/3 A . 2 * 8/9

Total score: II4.
My score: ______
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Lesson IV

Aim: To teach, division of fractions by mixed numerals

Procedure :
1. Teacher reviewed terms: divisor, invert, 

numerator, denominator.
2.

3-

k-

5.

Teacher reviewed the rule: 
divisor and multiply. invert the

Children discovered how to work I3/I4. * lA. They explained each part.
Teacher explained each step in working the following:

1 1/2 * l A 3 1/2 * 5/6
Teacher provided practice work for children at the board:

Assignment:

a. 5 1/3 * 3A d. 2 5/6 * 3A
b. 2 lA * 5/8 e. ^ 1/2 * 1/2
c. 5 lA * 7/12 f. 2 1/3 * 1/5

To get a review of all the different typeiof division examples studied so far, thechildren worked the following:
a. 7 1/2*1 1/2 f. 3 2 /3 * 2  1/2
b. 31/3*6 2/3 g. 1 lA * 2 1/2
c. 3 3/8 * 1/8 h. 3 1/2*1 3A
d.
e.

Ij. 1/2 * 13 1/2 
7 1/2*2 1/2

i. 6 * 1  2/3
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Worksheet III

Work the following examples. Please show all your 
work on this paper.

1. 5 3/1+ * 1/4
2. 9 1/3 * 8/9
3- 3/8 « 9/16
!+• 9/10 * 6/25
5. 18 * 2/9
6. 4 4/5 * 6/7
7. 10 2/7 * 9/10
8. 5/12 * 3/10
9. 10 * 2/5
10. 4 1 /2 * 2  5/8

Total score; 10 
My score: _____
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Lesson V

Aim: To provide drill for the mastery of division of fractions

Procedure;
1. Teacher reviewed procedure for working 

division examples.
2. Teacher provided practice on changing 

improper fractions to mixed numerals; 
mixed numerals to improper fractions.

3. Teacher provided practice in reducing 
fractions to lowest terms.

k* Teacher provided a good drill in all types 
of examples in division of fractions by reviewing the examples in the work of previous lessons.
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Work the following examples. Please show all your work on this paper.

1 . 1 /2  * l A

2 . 5 * 1/5

3. 1/5 « 10

l}.. Ij. * 6

5. 1 * 3/8

6 . 2 /5  < 2 /1

7. 15 * 5/8

8. 1 1 / 2 * 6

9. 1 1A  ♦ 1 1/2

10 . 21 * 1 1 /2

11. 3 1/3 * 1/3

Worksheet IV

Total score: 
My score :

11
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Diviaion of Fractions Pre-Teat 

X. If you divide 1/3 by l/6 what.is your answer?

_____ 1/18

_____ 2/9

_____ 2

_____ 1/2

2. How many l/2*s are there in 7 wholes?
_____ 10
_____ Ik
_____ 20
_____ 16

3. How many 3/l0*s are there in 9/10?
_____ 1
_____ 5/10
_____ 1 7/10
_____ 3

if. 2 is how many times 3/lf?
_______  1 1 /2

_____ 2
_____ 2 2/3
_____ 3/8
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5 . 10 * 1/6 __________
6. 3/5 * 15 ________
7» Is the quotient more than 1 or less than 1 in these examples?

a . 5 * 5/8 ________  c . 9 * 10 __________

b. 1 * 7/8 _______ d. 20 f Id _______
8 . Find what part

k/B is of 2 _______ 2 is of 6 _______
9. k 3/8 * B ________

10. 3 1 / M  2 1/k __________
1 1. 9 ♦ 1 1/8 __________
12. 2 l/2 yards of goods are needed for a dress. How 

many dresses can be made from 15 yards of cloth?
1 3* 1 1/2 cups of cake mix are needed to make cupcakes 

for 6 people. How many cups does it take to make them for one person?
lip. How many eighths are there in 3/ip?
15. Chicken was served to the Brown family. The 

chickens weighed l/2 pounds. How many persons
were served if each person got 3/ip pound of a chicken?

16. At an average speed of 3 2/3 miles an hour, how 
long will it take the members of a hiking club 
to walk 7 1/3 miles?

17. What is the quotient when you divide 11 3/3 by 
7/8?

18. Sally has ip 2/3 yards of red crepe paper to cut 
into pieces 1 l/6 yards long. How many pieces will she have?
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19. Mary helped her mother label some glasses of jelly. 
Mary cut 5 labels of equal length from a strip of 
gummed paper Ij. 3/8 inches long. How long was each label?

20. At a candy pull, Joan and Ruth pulled a piece of 
molasses taffy until it made a rope 8 3/I+. inches long. They cut the rope into 10 equal pieces.
How long was each piece?

21. In writing a report, Miss Smith wants to make 5 
rows of equal length in a space 6 1/2 inches long. How long can she make each row?

22. How many pieces, each 2 /3 of a yard long, can Judy 
cut from a piece of ribbon 3 1/3 yards long?

2 3. John has a board 5 5/8 feet long. How many pieces 
each 5/8 of a foot long, can he cut from the board?

2lj.. Henry rode 2i\. miles on his bike in 1 3/ij. hours.
How many miles did he ride in 1 hour?

25. Mrs. Brown wanted to serve 5 glasses of iced 
coffee. She had 1 I/I4. cups of cream. If she 
divided the cream equally, how much cream did 
she put in each glass?

26. Jerry has built 15 feet of picket fence. This 
is about 5/8 of the whole fence. How long will the fence be?
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Division of Fractions Post Test

1. If you divide l/2 by l/k, what is your answer?
_____ 1/8
______  1 /2

_____ 2
_____ 1/6

2. How many l/2»s are there in 9 wholes?
_____ k 1/2
_____ 16
_____ 18
_____ 10

3. How many l/lO*s are there in 9/10?
____ 9
____ 8
____  8/10

____  1 1/10

L|.. Jj. is how many times 3/I4.?
_______  1 1/2

_____5 1/3
_____ 3 1/3

2
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5. io ♦ 1/5
6 . 2 /5  * 10

Is the quotient more than 1 or less thanthese examples?
a. I4. * 3/3 c. 5 * 6
b. 1 ♦ 3/8 d. 20 * 15

Find what part
2/5 is of 2 3 is of 9

9. 2 3/5 * 5 _______
1 0 . 2 l A  *  1 l/lj. _________

11. 8 * 1  1/2 _______
1 2. 2 l/2 feet of ribbon are needed to wrap a package.

How many packages can be wrapped from 15 feet of of ribbon?
13* l/2 bottles of pop are needed to fill glasses for

3 people. How many bottles are needed to fill a glass for 1 person?
lij.. How many eighths are there in I/I4.?
15. Ham was served to the Smith family. The ham weighed 

4- 1/2 pounds. How many persons were served if each person got 3/lj. of a pound of ham?
16. If you could walk 3 1/3 miles an hour, how long 

will it take you to walk 5 l/3 miles?
17. What is the quotient when you divide 10 3/8 by 5/8?
18. Mary had ¡4. 1/3 yards of ribbon to cut into pieces 

11/3 yards long. How many pieces will she have?
19. John helped his mother measure boards. John cut

6 boards of equal size from a board [4. l/2 feet long. How long was each board?
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20. The scouts had a rope I4. 3/ij. feet long. They cut the 
rope into 10 equal pieces. How long was each piece?

21. Mary is dividing her paper into sections for 
arithmetic class. She wants to make three rows of 
equal width in a space of 7 l/2 inches wide. How big can she make each row?

22. How many pieces each 1/3 yard long can you cut from 
a roll of paper 3 1/3 yards long?

2 3 . John has a wire Ij. l/2 feet long. How many pieces, 
each l/3 foot long, can he cut from it?

2l\.. James rode 21 miles on his bike in 1 1/3 hours.
How many miles did he ride in 1 hour?

25. Mrs. Smith wanted to serve a cold drink. She 
wanted to give six children lemonade. She has
1 l/2 quarts of lemonade. How much lemonade could 
she put in each glass?

26. Mr. Brown drove 15 miles. This was about 5/3 of 
the whole trip. How long was the trip?
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Division of Fractions Retention Test

X. If you divide 1/3 by 1/9 , what is your answer?
____  1/3
____  1 1/3
____  1/27
____ 3

2. How many l/2*s are there in 8 wholes?
_____ 10

_____ 1^
_____ k
_____ 16

3 . How many 3/10»s are there in 6/l0's?
_____ 2
____ 2/10
_____ 1 7/10
_____ 1/2

L|.. 2 is how many times l/3?
____ 1/3
_______  6

____ 2 2/3
_______  8
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5 . 10 * 1/6
6. 3/5 * 15
7. Is the quotient more 

examples?
than 1 or less than 1 in these

a. 9 * 10 c. 5 * 5/3
b. 20 * 18 d. 1 * 7 / 8  ...

8. Find what part
a. 1/5 is of 2 b. 2 is of 8

9. k 3/3 * 3
10. 3 l/k * 1 1/3 __ .

•r-t1—1 3 * 1 1 / 8
12. 21/3 yards of goods are needed for a dress. How many 

dresses can be made from II4. yards of cloth?
13. l l /3 cups of cake mix are needed for cupcakes for 

8 people. How many cups does it take to make them 
for one person?

l!|. How many sixths are there in 1/2?
15. Chicken was served to the Brown family. The chicken 

weighed 7 l/2 pounds. How many persons were served 
if each person got 3/k pound of chicken?

16. At an average speed of 2 l/5 miles an hour, how long 
will it take the members of a club to walk 7 1/3 
miles?

17. What is the quotient when you divide 6 l/8 by 7/8?
18. ¿»ally has 2 2 /5 yards of paper to cut into pieces 

ll/3 yards long. How many pieces will she have?
19. Mary helped her mother label some glasses of jelly. 

Mary cut 3 labels of equal length from a strip of 
gummed paper 52/5 inches long. How long was each label?
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20. At a candy pull, Joan and Ruth pulled a piece of 
molasses taffy until it made a rope 9 l/e> inches 
long. They cut the rope into 10 equal pieces.
How long was each piece?

21. In writing a report, Miss Smith wants to make 5 
rows of equal width in a space 5 l/6 inches wide. How wide can she make each row?

22. How many pieces, each 2/3 of a yard long, can 
Judy cut from a piece of ribbon 2 1/3 yards long?

2 3. John has a board 5 5/8 feet long. How many pieces, 
each l/Ij. of a foot long, can he cut from it?

2l|. Henry rode 25 miles on his bike in 1 2 /3 hours.
How many miles did he ride in 1 hour?

25. Mrs. Brown wanted to serve 10 glasses of iced 
coffee. She had 1 l/I). cups of cream. If she 
divided the cream equally, how much cream did she put in each glass?

26. Jerry has built 15 feet of picket fence. This is 
about 3/8 of the whole fence. How long will the fence be?
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